<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call Reason</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19-29722</td>
<td>0053</td>
<td>Initiated - MV STOP</td>
<td>Citation/Warning Issued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Taker:</td>
<td>ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Id:</td>
<td>MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address:</td>
<td>CAMBRIDGE ST @ BIRCHCREST ST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle:</td>
<td>Reg: MA 1GXS77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative:</td>
<td>Citation issued for speed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

19-29737  0840  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker: JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative: CP stated he was in 6S 7E and was trying to dial out to his daughter. No emergency. Checks ok by phone.

19-29740  1052  Phone - Animal Complaint  Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: BEFORE EXIT 34 - ROUTE 128 N
Narrative: Caller reported a deceased deer in the second lane on the highway. MA DOT notified.

19-29741  1112  Walk-In - CIVIL COMPLAINT  Logged
Call Taker: JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Vicinity of: [BUR 1092] POLICE STATION - 45 CENTER ST
Narrative: Party reports a late custody exchange.

19-29742  1127  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 144] BEST BUY - 84 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative: 911 Abandoned call. Spoke with male on call back, he believes there are no emergencies. Checks ok by phone.

19-29743  1139  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker: JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Primary Id: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address: 86 WILMINGTON RD
ID: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative: No answer on call back.

19-29744  1240  911 - MV Complaint  Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Vicinity of: 15 BEDFORD ST @ 140 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Vehicle: BLU 2006 DODG CARAVA Reg: FC MA 6LF923 VIN: 1D4GP45R06B500619
Narrative: Report of an erratic operator making several passing violations.

Narrative: Unable to locate
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Number</th>
<th>Incident Type</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19-29745</td>
<td>911 - Ambulance Request</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call Taker: JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith  
Primary Id: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges  
Location/Address: [BUR 2392] LIFETIME FITNESS - 186 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
ID: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges  
Narrative: CP reports a member broke his finger. Fire notified.  
            Patient refusal. |
| 19-29746    | 1349 Initiated - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER | 
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen  
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD Apt. #A2  
ID: AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne  
Narrative: Follow-up investigation.  
            Delta 75 reports photographing additional injuries of the victim from incident #19-29710, see report under incident #19-29710. |
| 19-29747    | 1424 Initiated - MV STOP | 
Call Taker: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges  
Primary Id: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges  
Location/Address: [BUR 2447] REV'D - 80 MALL RD  
ID: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges  
Narrative: Verbal warning, marked lanes. |
| 19-29749    | 1434 911 - Ambulance Request | 
Call Taker: JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith  
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos  
Location/Address: 9 LEOPOLD ST  
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos  
Narrative: CP reports her mother has fallen and is vomiting and shaking. Fire notified.  
            Fire department tranasported |
| 19-29750    | 1626 911 - Ambulance Request | 
Call Taker: RCA143 - Patrol Renoeil C Amogawin  
Primary Id: MAJ135 - Patrol Michael A Julce  
Location/Address: [BUR 558] JOHNNY ROCKETS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
ID: MAJ135 - Patrol Michael A Julce  
            Party transported by BFD. |
| 19-29751    | 1642 Phone - ROAD HAZARD | 
Call Taker: RCA143 - Patrol Renoeil C Amogawin  
Location/Address: 324 CAMBRIDGE ST @ 1 WILMINGTON RD  
Narrative: RP reports a large sheet of ice in the roadway.  
            Ricky McClenningham from the Highway Department was notified. |
19-29752 1645 Initiated - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES

Call Taker: RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin
Primary Id: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address: 324 CAMBRIDGE ST @ 1 WILMINGTON RD
ID: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Narrative:
Officer reported a disabled motor vehicle.
Narrative:
Minor motor vehicle crash. No injuries reported. Operators exchanged paperwork prior to my arrival.

19-29753 1648 Radio - ROAD HAZARD

Call Taker: RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin
Location/Address: [BUR 113] H MART - 3 OLD CONCORD RD
Narrative:
Officer reports slippery conditions.

19-29754 1657 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES

Call Taker: RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin
Location/Address: BY EXIT 33 - ROUTE 128 S
Narrative:
Report of a minor motor vehicle crash by Route 128 South. State Police notified.

19-29755 1708 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES

Call Taker: RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin
Primary Id: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address: HILLSIDE PLAZA - 120 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Narrative:
Party reports a motor vehicle crash by the entrance to Hillside Plaza.
Narrative:
Vehicle hit a curb while turning into the plaza. No injuries. Operator will fill out crash report.

19-29756 1831 Phone - MV Complaint

Call Taker: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Location/Address: WILMINGTON RD
ID: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative:
Wilmington PD reports erratic operator that struck another vehicle. Described as a white pick up with front end damage.
Narrative:
Checked the area. Unable to locate.

19-29758 2045 Phone - Well Being Check

Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: 64 LEXINGTON ST
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:
Report of an unconscious male. While on the phone, caller stated that the male regained consciousness.
Narrative:
Male checked ok, he will be going to the doctors tomorrow.

19-29759  2110  Phone - MALICIOUS DAMAGE / VANDALISM  Report Due
Call Taker:  DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Primary Id:  MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address:  366 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Narrative:
Caller reports his fence was damaged.
Narrative:
Fence was destroyed and knocked down. Vehicle that hit the fence was maroon and left the scene. See report.

19-29760  2154  Phone - MALICIOUS DAMAGE / VANDALISM  Report Due
Call Taker:  DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id:  BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address:  1 BRENDA LN
ID:  BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative:
Caller reports a damaged basketball hoop.
Narrative:
See report.

19-29761  2159  911 - Disabled MV  Logged
Call Taker:  DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address:  GREENWOOD RD @ 140 BEDFORD ST
ID:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:
Caller reports a disabled minivan in the roadway.
Narrative:
Checked the area, unable to locate.

19-29762  2241  911 - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES  Logged
Call Taker:  DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address:  BY EXIT 32 - ROUTE 128 S
Narrative:
Northshore regional reported a motor vehicle crash. State Police Danvers was notified.

For Date: 12/02/2019  -  Monday

19-29763  0029  911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Vehicle Towed
Call Taker:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Primary Id:  BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Location/Address:  [BUR 2439] HEREB CHAMBERS PORCHE OF BURLINGTON - 62 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Vehicle:  BLK 2007 NISS UT MURANO  Reg: PC MA 81P750
Narrative:
Calling party reports she lost control of her vehicle on a patch of ice and struck a guard rail. Same reports she already spoke with her insurance company and was waiting on Ned's Towing for a tow.
Narrative:
Vehicle towed by Ned's. Parties were transported home by Burlington Taxi.
Call Taker: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Primary Id: BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Location/Address: [BUR 219] CAFE ESCADRILLE INC. - 26 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Narrative:
Alarm company reports a back entry/exit burglar alarm. No reference number or responder at this time.

19-29775
0510 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address: [BUR 1545] BEACON VILLAGE - 26 BEACON ST
Narrative:
Alarm company reports a front door motion alarm. No reference number or responder at this time. Alarm company called back to cancel.

19-29776
0547 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Primary Id: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address: [BUR 1337] EDDIE V'S - 50 SOUTH AVE
ID: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Narrative:
Alarm company reports a general burglar alarm. Reference Number 892820760 with no responder at this time.

19-29778
0648 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Primary Id: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address: [BUR 1379] THORATEC CORPORATION - 168 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Narrative:
Alarm company reports multiple burglar alarms throughout the building. No reference number or responder at this time.

19-29779
0653 911 - MV Complaint Services Rendered
Call Taker: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Primary Id: BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Location/Address: 6 AINSWORTH ST
ID: BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
ID: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Vehicle: GRY 2013 TOYT SE COROLL  Reg: PC MA 5DY811  VIN: 2T1BU4EE6DC026820
Narrative:
Calling party reports his vehicle is stuck in a storm drain and he needs assistance.

19-29780
0744 Phone - Animal Complaint Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Calling party reports his vehicle is stuck in a storm drain and he needs assistance.

Sewer cover was completely off the hole, causing operators back tire to be wedged inside when he drove down the road. Car was lifted by a jack out of the hole. Cover was put back in place. MA highway was notified.
Calling party reports there is a medium sized, brown/auburn coated dog with a blue harness running around the streets.

Checked area, unable to locate.

Calling party reports her 84 year old grandmother is having extreme leg pain and is sick. Fire Department notified.

Fire Department handled.

Residential burglary alarm indicating basement motion interior and front door entry/exit.

set off by home owner.

911 misdial. On callback, female stated there was no emergency.

No one appears to be home at this time. Area appears secure.

Ambulance request for a male feeling ill. Burlington Fire enroute.

Patient was transported by Burlington Fire.

Checks O.K. Set off by resident.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 19-29792    | 1038 | Initiated - Disabled MV | Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman  
Primary Id: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges  
Location/Address: 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 112 MALL RD  
ID: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges  
Narrative: Officer reported a disabled motor vehicle, Ned's Towing enroute.  
Ned's Towing on scene.  
Vehicle towed from roadway for missing front tire. |
| 19-29794    | 1223 | 911 - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER | Call Taker: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan  
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD  
Narrative: Caller reports a misdial from his hospital room. Lahey security notified.  
Checks ok. |
| 19-29796    | 1339 | 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up | Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman  
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD  
Narrative: 911 hang up call. Lahey Security reported there was no emergency. Checks okay by phone. |
| 19-29798    | 1403 | Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER | Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman  
Location/Address: PEACH ORCHARD RD @ 1 ARBORETUM WAY  
Narrative: Caller reported the sidewalks were not shoveled. DPW was notified and stated that the sidewalks will be shoveled after all of the roads are plowed. |
| 19-29799    | 1412 | 911 - MV Hit & Run | Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman  
Primary Id: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges  
Location/Address: POLE 58 - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
ID: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges  
Vehicle: BLK 2019 BMW SE 330XI Reg: PC MA 1RET31 VIN: WBA5R7C5XXAJ80271  
Vehicle: GRY 2012 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 41B870 VIN: 1HGCP3F84CA025393  
Narrative: Report of a motor vehicle hit and run.  
Possible plate provided, Officer to follow up.  
Refer To Arrest: 19-29799-AR  
Arrest: LANDRY, HEATHER ANNE  
Address: 8 KENMAR DR Apt. #52 BILLERICA, MA  
Age: 55  
Charges: LEAVE SCENE OF PROPERTY DAMAGE |
| 19-29801    | 1450 | Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up | Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman  
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD  
Narrative: 911 misdial from a patient in 7 central room 3. Spoke with a nurse who reported there was no emergency. Checks okay by phone. |
19-29802 1502 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Location/Address: MALL RD @ MEADOW RD
ID: JMT053 - Detective James M Tigges
ID: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Vehicle: GRY 2007 TOYT YARIS Reg: PC MA 415YRY VIN: JTDJT923675034996
Narrative:
MV stop, MA: 415YRY
Narrative:
Citation issued, 89/9.

19-29803 1515 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:
911 open line from dial tone, no answer on call back. Lahey Security notified.

19-29804 1518 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:
911 open line. Lahey Security reported there was no emergency. Checks okay by phone.

19-29805 1519 911 - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address: 104 LOCUST ST
ID: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Narrative:
Elderly male fell out of wheelchair, requesting lift assist, no reported injury. Burlington Fire notified.
Narrative:
Fire handled.

19-29806 1523 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:
911 open line. Lahey Security reported there was no emergency. Checks okay by phone.

19-29807 1602 Phone - DISTURBANCE Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address: [BUR 782] READING COOPERATIVE BANK - 10 WALL ST
ID: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
ID: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
ID: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative:
An employee reported a verbally aggressive customer in the bank. The male subject is approximately 20 years old, 5'7'' to 5'8'', with brown hair and a backpack.
Narrative:
One male placed into protective custody. See Officer's report.

Refer To P/C: 19-29807-A-AR
P/C: BEVILACQUA, ANTHONY A
Address: 5 SHERIDAN ST WOBURN, MA
Age: 30
Charges: PROTECTIVE CUSTODY
Refer To P/C: 19-29807-AR
P/C: BEVILACQUA, ANTHONY A
Address: 5 SHERIDAN ST WOBURN, MA
Age: 30
Charges: PROTECTIVE CUSTODY

19-29808  1613  Phone - Disabled MV  Logged
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: MALL RD @ 59 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:
Multiple callers reported a vehicle stuck in the median.

Narrative:
Checked the area, unable to locate.

19-29809  1617  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Services Rendered
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Vicinity of: [BUR 612] SUBWAY - 10 WALL ST
ID: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative:
Minor motor vehicle crash involving a Hyatt shuttle. Officer assisted with the paperwork exchange.

19-29810  1623  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: 245 CAMBRIDGE ST Apt. #205
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Ambulance request for an elderly male who fell. Burlington Fire enroute.

Narrative:
Male resident taken to Lahey Clinic by Burlington Fire Dept.

19-29811  1721  Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES  Unfounded
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address: 1 MALL RD
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Report of a two car motor vehicle crash.

Narrative:
Checked the area. Unable to locate.

19-29813  1844  911 - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Logged
Call Taker: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Primary Id: PTA101 - Sergeant Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address: [BUR 1488] MERCEDES BENZ OF BURLINGTON - 80 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
ID: PTA101 - Sergeant Peter T Abaskharoun
Narrative:
Caller reports dealership won't release her vehicle.

Narrative:
RP reports service manager is unable to release vehicle. Service manager stated he would need to move 60-70 vehicles from the service bay with no employees to assist as they went home for the evening. Same showed me text with RP where she indicated picking up the vehicle in the AM, not this evening. RP showed me he would need to move 12-18 not 60-70 vehicles. Business to deliver RP vehicle in the AM.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident Number</th>
<th>Date/Time</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19-29814</td>
<td>1854</td>
<td>Phone - SHOPLIFTING/RETAIL</td>
<td>Report Due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Taker:</td>
<td>MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Id:</td>
<td>HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address:</td>
<td>[BUR 1847] TORY BURCH - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID:</td>
<td>LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID:</td>
<td>HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative:</td>
<td>Caller reports a male and female stole $1,000 worth of merchandise from the store. Same reports the male and female are in Victoria's Secret. Male is wearing a black puffy jacket and female is wearing a red knitted cap. Mall security on scene.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>See Officer's report.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 19-29815        | 1924      | 911 - Ambulance Request | Transported to Hospital |
| Call Taker:     | DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman |
| Primary Id:     | HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr |
| Location/Address: | 20 PARK DR |
| ID:             | HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr |
| ID:             | LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds |
|                 | Child taken to Lahey Clinic by Burlington Fire Dept. Parent on board. |

| 19-29816        | 1926      | Phone - ALARM | Building Checked/Secured |
| Call Taker:     | DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman |
| Primary Id:     | LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds |
| Location/Address: | [BUR 774] OSTUNI MEN'S CLOTHING - 21 CAMBRIDGE ST |
| ID:             | LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds |
| Narrative:      | Commercial burglary alarm indicating zone 51 rear room motion sensor. |
|                 | Building appears secure, no responder. |

| 19-29817        | 1950      | Phone - Lockout | Services Rendered |
| Call Taker:     | DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman |
| Primary Id:     | HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr |
| Location/Address: | POLE 29 - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE |
| ID:             | HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr |
| Narrative:      | Caller requested assistance with a motor vehicle lockout. |
|                 | Assisted Ma. 62C187 |

| 19-29818        | 2005      | Phone - ROAD HAZARD | Logged |
| Call Taker:     | DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman |
| Location/Address: | 56 PATHWOODS AVE @ PRINCETON RD |
| Narrative:      | Officer reported icy conditions on the road. Kevin Keene from the Highway Department was notified. |

| 19-29819        | 2015      | Phone - Disabled MV | Services Rendered |
| Call Taker:     | DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman |
| Primary Id:     | MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan |
| Location/Address: | MALL RD @ 59 CAMBRIDGE ST |
| ID:             | LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds |
| ID:             | MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan |
| Vehicle:        | BRO 2006 HOND ODYSSE Reg: PC MA 7732SB VIN: 5FNRL38296B099448 |
Narrative:
Report of a disabled motor vehicle.

Narrative:
Vehicle was pushed back into the roadway.

19-29820 2017 Phone - Ambulance Request Transferred to Hospital
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: 3 BROWN AVE
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:
Ambulance request for a 5 year old who bumped his head and is now throwing up. Burlington Fire enroute.

Narrative:
Child was transported to Winchester Hospital.

19-29821 2021 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address: [BUR 1613] KOHL DEPARTMENT STORE - 150 LEXINGTON ST
ID: PTA101 - Sergeant Peter T Abaskaroun
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry H Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Caller reported a thin male wearing brown pants and a hoodie who appeared to be staggering. The male was last seen on Meadow Road walking towards DFW.

Narrative:
Officer reported the male was gone on arrival.

19-29823 2342 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Primary Id: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address: [BUR 1775] KEYSTONE DENTAL - 154 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative:
Alarm Company reports rear door alarm.

For Date: 12/03/2019 - Tuesday

19-29828 0139 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Primary Id: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Location/Address: CCF AMERICA - 6 LINCOLN KNOLL LN Apt. #102
ID: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Narrative:
Alarm company reports a rear motion alarm. No reference number or responder at this time.

Narrative:
Checks OK.

19-29830 0146 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Primary Id: MAJ135 - Patrol Michael A Julce
Location/Address: 135 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: MAJ135 - Patrol Michael A Julce
Vehicle:
Narrative:
1 citation issued.

19-29849 0536 911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Logged
Call Taker: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
19-29850 0544  Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address:  [BUR 2305] PRIMARK - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:  Alarm company reports multiple motion alarms near egress stair #3. The company was notified via mail on June 18, 2019, that there will be no response due to the high volume of false alarms that has yet to be rectified at the location. Mall Security notified.

19-29851 0618  911 - MV Complaint Gone on Arrival
Call Taker:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Primary Id:  DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Location/Address:  0 ROUTE 128 S @ 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Vehicle:  BLU 2005 CHEV SILVER  Reg: CO MA T45172  VIN: 1GCHK29U75E163415
Narrative:  Calling party reports a blue chevy (MA. Registration T45172) was operating eradically on Route 128 South with one plow light out on the front of the vehicle.

19-29855 0658  Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address:  VOLCONFORMS INC - 20 NORTH AVE
Narrative:  Alarm company reports a front door alarm. No reference number or responder at this time.

19-29856 0728  911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Primary Id:  DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Location/Address:  [BUR 491] HERB CHAMBERS HONDA OF BURLINGTON - 33 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Narrative:  Calling party reports a customer is in the show room complaining of chest pain and breathing difficulties. Fire Department notified.

19-29857 0754  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker:  DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address:  [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:  Two 911 hang up calls received. Lahey Security reported there was no emergency. Checks okay by phone.
19-29859  0815  Phone - ALARM  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:   DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id:   SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:  [BUR 1575] STOTT-GOCHIS INSURANCE - 113 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:          SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:   Commercial burglary alarm indicating zone 4 double doors and basement motion.

19-29860  0835  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Logged
Call Taker:   DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address:  76 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 SOUTH AVE
Vehicle:  GRY 2011 TOYT SE COROLL  Reg: PC MA 2FJ735  VIN: 2T1BU4EE3BC685886
Narrative:   Caller requested it be logged that she hit a dark blue sedan on Middlesex Turnpike. The sedan did not pull over so she was unable to exchange information. The caller was advised to file a crash report.

19-29861  0903  Phone - Ambulance Request  Services Rendered
Call Taker:   DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id:   SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:  235 CAMBRIDGE ST Apt. #204
ID:          SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
ID:          VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:   Ambulance request for an elderly male who fell and hit his head. Burlington Fire enroute.

19-29862  0913  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker:   DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id:   VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:  110 LEXINGTON ST
ID:          SPL080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
ID:          VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
ID:          SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:   Female stated someone was assaulted and then hung up. No answer on multiple callbacks.

19-29863  0923  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  No report Due
Call Taker:   DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id:   SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:  248 MIDDLESEX TPKE EXT @ 151 BEDFORD ST
Vehicle:  RED 2005 TOYT SE CAMRY  Reg: PC MA 46E520  VIN: 4T1BE32KX5U92529
Vehicle:  WHI 2012 SUBA OUTBAC  Reg: PC MA 2NT91  VIN: 4S4BRBCC1C3244383
Narrative:   Two car motor vehicle crash.
MA REG 46E520 rear ended MA REG 2NT9W1 causing minor damage, assisted both parties with a paper exchange.

19-29864 0936 911 - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: 95 NORTH RAMP - WINN ST
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle: BRO 2014 TOYT UT RAV4 Reg: PC MA 7RY781 VIN: JTMDFREV1ED073998
Vehicle: WHI 2012 GMC SAVANA Reg: CO MA L41664 VIN: 1GTS7AFX3C1107962
Narrative:
Third party caller witnessed two car crash, one drove off road into snow pile. No reported injuries.

19-29865 0940 Phone - ROAD HAZARD Services Rendered
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 9 HOLLY ST
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Nearby resident reports four wheeled fuel truck stuck in middle of roadway.

19-29866 0951 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: [BUR 1928] NORDBLOM - 71 THIRD AVE Apt. #FLR 2
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Commercial panic alarm from the reception desk.

19-29867 1002 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:
Two 911 hang up calls, unable to call back. Calling source is for outgoing calls only; Lahey Clinic Security notified.

19-29868 1028 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:
911 hang up call from an unknown location within Lahey. Lahey Security reported there was no emergency. Checks okay by phone.

19-29869 1032 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 1095] FRANCIS WYMAN SCHOOL - 41 TERRACE HALL AVE
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Commercial burglary alarm indicating the cafeteria rear
Narrative:
Accidental by custodian. Checks ok.

19-29870 1051 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 13 HARVARD AVE
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Residential panic alarm activation.

19-29873 1123 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:
Abandoned 911 call from an unknown location in Lahey. Lahey Security reported there was no emergency. Checks okay by phone.

19-29875 1134 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up False Alarm
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 1 VAN DE GRAAFF DR
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
911 hang up call that mapped at this location within 25 meters. No answer on callback.

19-29877 1247 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Services Rendered
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: [BUR 1340] SONESTA - 11 OLD CONCORD RD
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Made contact with caller who pocket dialed while removing snow; same stated accidental dial.

19-29878 1302 Phone - Lockout Services Rendered
Call Taker: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: [BUR 2127] WAYSIDE COMMONS - 6 WAYSIDE RD
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle: RED 2017 CADI XT5 Reg: PC MA 6TT647 VIN: 1GYKNDRS4HZ287768
Narrative:
MV LOCKOUT.

Narrative:
Access gained.
19-29879  1303  Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:  17 CHURCH LN
ID:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:
Ambulance request for a server finger laceration. BFD dispatched.
Narrative:
Assisted BFD, involved party transported to Lahey Hospital.

19-29880  1307  Phone - Suspect Person; MVs; Activity Logged
Call Taker:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:  35 FREEPORT DR
ID:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Party wishes to report a scam phone call from the "Social Security Agency". Phone number came in as 717-296-8958.
Reporting party already knew not to entertain the phone call. Logged.

19-29881  1316  Phone - Suspect Person; MVs; Activity Logged
Call Taker:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:  19 STONEYBROOK RD
ID:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Party reports a scam phone call that caller ID indicates is Lahey Hospital. Phone number comes up as 781-273-8250.
Narrative:
Lahey Hospital contacted and advised of the scam.

19-29882  1329  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:  44A SEVEN SPRINGS LN
ID:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:
Ambulance request for an unconscious elderly male. Burlington Fire enroute.
Narrative:
Assisted BFD.

19-29883  1355  911 - Ambulance Request  Logged
Call Taker:  DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:  [BUR 2358] RESIDENCE INN MARRIOTT BURLINGTON - 400 DISTRICT AVE Apt. #320
ID:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:
Ambulance request for a female with severe back pain. Burlington Fire enroute.
Narrative:
Assisted BFD.

19-29884  1413  Walk-In - Flim Flam/Fraud/Scam  Report Due
Call Taker:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:  [BUR 228] LEADER BANK - 50 MALL RD
ID:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Male walk-in reports bank/check fraud.
 Dispatch Log  From: 12/01/2019  Thru: 12/07/2019  0000 - 2359  Printed: 12/09/2019

Narrative: Incident under investigation. See officers report.

19-29885  1443  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative: Abandoned 911 call from an unknown location at Lahey. Lahey Security reports there is no emergency. Checks okay by phone.

19-29886  1452  Phone - Ambulance Request  Logged
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address: [BUR 2295] 245 CAMBRIDGE ST Apt. #102
Narrative: Lift assist for an elderly male. Handled by Burlington Fire.

19-29887  1453  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Services Rendered
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address: 95 SOUTH RAMP - 75 CAMBRIDGE ST @ 1 ROUTE 128 S
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle: BLK 2010 HYUN SE ELANTR  Reg: PC MA 253BK7 VIN: KMHDU4AD5AU894548
Narrative: One car motor-vehicle crash off road into snow pile.

19-29888  1522  Phone - Disabled MV  Services Rendered
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address: 95 N OFF RAMP - 82 WINN ST @ 34 ROUTE 128 N
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative: Passing motorist reports disabled MV at off-ramp impeding traffic, MSP Danvers notified.

19-29891  1530  Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative: 911 misdial by a patient in 4 west room 1. Lahey Security was notified.

19-29892  1534  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY  Logged
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 2318] NEW YORK & COMPANY - 6 WAYSIDE RD
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative: Female employee located plastic bag with white, powdery substance. Officer dispatched to store.
Small bag of white powder in a bag consisted with 94C submitted to property for analysis/destruction. No time frame, video surveillance, or persons of interest.

19-29893 1542 Phone - CIVIL COMPLAINT Logged
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address: 30 KEANS RD
Narrative: Resident reports neighbor is plowing snow to side of road near her front yard. Caller stated it is not blocking her driveway or creating a road hazard. Same requested incident to be logged.

19-29894 1546 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Vicinity of: [BUR 833] ROCKLAND TRUST COMPANY - 170 CAMBRIDGE ST
Narrative: 911 hang up call. Mapped at this location within 164 meters. On callback, female stated the call was a misdial and there was no emergency. Checks okay by phone.

19-29896 1550 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Summoned
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Location/Address: 99 BARON PARK LN @ TERRACE HALL AVE
ID: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
ID: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Vehicle: WHI 2010 TOYT UT RAV4 Reg: PC MA 6YL238 VIN: 2T3BF4DV6AW066070
Vehicle: GRY 2017 HYUN SE ELANTR Reg: PC MA 7ZJ787 VIN: 5NPD84LF9HH128902
Narrative: Multiple callers reported a motor vehicle crash.
Narrative: Female summonsed. See Officer's report.
Refer To Summons: 19-29896-AR
Summons: FABBO, JACQUELYN A
Address: 118 LEXINGTON ST BURLINGTON, MA
Age: 34
Charges: LICENSE SUSPENDED, OP MV WITH

19-29895 1553 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address: THE VILLAGE AT BURLINGTON MALL - 85 MIDDLESEX TPKE Apt. #3005
Narrative: Commercial burglary alarm indicating the interior motion. Burlington Mall Security is responding.
Narrative: Mall Security reported the building checked okay.

19-29897 1607 911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Primary Id: JWD144 - Patrol Jacob W DeSantis
Location/Address: [BUR 183] BURLINGTON MARRIOTT - 1 MALL RD
ID: JWD144 - Patrol Jacob W DeSantis
Narrative: Caller reports another employee having some type of attack.
Narrative: Patient transported by BFD.

19-29898 1619 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Abandoned 911 call. Lahey Security reported there was no emergency. Checks okay by phone.

19-29901 1649 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Logged
Call Taker:  DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address:  RAMP FROM 128N TO 3N - ROUTE 128 N @ ROUTE 3 N
Narrative:
Motor vehicle crash with possible injuries. Burlington Fire and State Police Concord enroute.

State Police arrived on scene and requested Burlington Fire cancel since there were no injuries. Burlington Fire was notified.

19-29903 1653 911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker:  DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Primary Id:  JWD144 - Patrol Jacob W DeSantis
Location/Address:  2 BLANCHARD RD @ 111 S BEDFORD ST
ID:  JWD144 - Patrol Jacob W DeSantis
ID:  RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin
Vehicle:  BLK 2013 TOYT SE CAMRY  Reg: PC MA 955NK8  VIN: 4T1BF1FK4DU239521
Narrative:
Caller request police for MVC, 1 car in bushes.

See officer's report.

19-29902 1654 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker:  DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Vicinity of:  75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
911 misdial. Caller reported there was no emergency, checks okay by phone.

19-29904 1712 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker:  DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address:  [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:
911 misdial from the conference room in 3 west. Lahey Security was notified.

Lahey Security reported the caller checked okay.

19-29907 1755 Phone - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker:  DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id:  JMF084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:  [BUR 1122] FIRE SUBSTATION - 114 TERRACE HALL AVE
ID:  MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
ID:  JMF084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Vehicle:  BLU 2015 FORD LGTCON  Reg: PC MA 150AYR  VIN: 1FTEW1EP7FFC81445
Vehicle:  BLK 2007 TOYT UT SEQUOI  Reg: PC MA 97KL62  VIN: 5TDBT44A67S285028
Narrative:
Three car motor vehicle crash with injuries.

Ned's towing notified.

See report.

19-29913 1928 Phone - Ambulance Request Logged
19-29916        2022 911 - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES      Logged
Call Taker:    DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address:    BETWEEN EXITS 25 AND 26 - ROUTE 3 S
Narrative:
North Shore Regional requested medical assistance for a
motor vehicle crash on Route 3. Burlington Fire and State
Police Concord enroute.

Narrative:
Burlington Fire reported the accident location is just over
the Burlington-Bedford line between exits 26 and 27. State
Police Concord was notified.

19-29919        2207 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Services Rendered
Call Taker:    DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id:    DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Location/Address:    78 CENTER ST
Narrative:
Caller requested assistance securing her front door.

Narrative:
Services rendered.

For Date: 12/04/2019 - Wednesday

19-29921        0021 911 - Lockout Services Rendered
Call Taker:    BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Primary Id:    EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address:    [BUR 2393] THE DISTRICT - 100 DISTRICT AVE
Vehicle:    RED 2008 HOND UT PILOT Reg: PC MA 355EK1 VIN: 5FNYF18388B037980
Narrative:
Caller reports lockout, requesting assistance (MA reg
355EK1).

Narrative:
Enter gained.

19-29947        0630 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Primary Id:    EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address:    76 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 SOUTH AVE
Vehicle:    BLU 2015 MAZD SE MAZDA3 Reg: PC MA 7GBN60 VIN: 3MZE51V73FM127742
Narrative:
Citation issued for 89/9 violation.

19-29949        0647 Phone - MV Complaint Logged
Call Taker:    BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Primary Id:    BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Location/Address:    ROUTE 128 S
Vehicle:    BLK 2004 MERZ SE E Reg: PC MA NE28YV VIN: WDBUF8J54X116584
Narrative:
Caller reports erratic operator stopping on the highway and
19-29951 0655 911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Primary Id: DKHO67 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Location/Address: 1200 DISTRICT AVE
ID: DKHO67 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
ID: DKHO67 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Narrative:
Caller reports male fell in parking lot. Same is conscious and alert. Requesting an ambulance, fire en route.
Narrative:
transport to lahey by fd

19-29953 0809 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 82 MALL RD @ SOUTH BEDFORD ST
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Vehicle: GRY 2018 NISS UT ROGUE Reg: PC MA 8ML826 VIN: KNMAT2MV1JP608177
Vehicle: GRY 2010 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 2TR330 VIN: 1HGCP2F88AA101138
Narrative:
MVC.
Narrative:
ID 114 requests tow for two vehicles, Ned's towing notified. ID 45 en-route to assist with traffic control.
Narrative:
No injuries reported. Neds Towing removed both vehicles. See crash report.

19-29954 0838 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:
Five 911 open line calls, unable to call back. One call transferred to phone line in unknown conference room. Lahey Clinic notified.

19-29955 0904 Phone - MV Complaint Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: BEDFORD ST
Narrative:
Caller reports MV on RT. 3 weaving in and out of traffic got off the exit in Bedford, call came through regional, no matching on plates, no direction of travel.

19-29957 0933 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Services Rendered
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: 8 HALLMARK GDNS
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:
Resident located hyperdermic needle in apartment stairwell. Officer dispatched to dispose of item.
Narrative:
Removed needle.

19-29956 0935 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 179 FOX HILL RD
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Call Taker</th>
<th>Location/Address</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Narrative</th>
<th>Refer To Summons</th>
<th>Summons</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Charges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19-29958</td>
<td>0943</td>
<td>Phone - ALARM Services</td>
<td>GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay</td>
<td>11 CUTTING LN</td>
<td>SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos</td>
<td>Garage door, no responder.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-29960</td>
<td>1104</td>
<td>Phone - Ambulance Request</td>
<td>GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay</td>
<td>8 WILDMERE AVE</td>
<td>SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos</td>
<td>Ambulance request. Fire department transported</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-29962</td>
<td>1159</td>
<td>Phone - WIRES / POLES DOWN Logged</td>
<td>TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro</td>
<td>35 CHANDLER RD @ HARRIS DR</td>
<td>SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos</td>
<td>Plumbing inspector reports tree branches tangled in electrical wires. Eversource notified.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-29964</td>
<td>1307</td>
<td>Radio - WIRES / POLES DOWN</td>
<td>VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V</td>
<td>16 PROUTY RD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wire across the roadway preventing a bus to pass.  

Narrative:  
Cable wire moved and is no longer a hazard.

19-29965  1400 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V  
Primary Id:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V  
Location/Address:  24 WASHINGTON AVE  
ID:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V  
Narrative:  
Basement motion alarm.

Narrative:  
Audible exterior alarm sounding. Front door and garage doors and windows check secure. Unable to access rear of property. No foot prints in the snow.

Narrative:  
Homeowner called back at 1527 to report his pets potentially set off the alarms.

19-29967  1442 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro  
Location/Address:  [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD  
Narrative:  
911 hang up call, unable to call back. Calling number is used for outgoing calls only. Lahey Security notified.

19-29969  1536 Phone - DISTURBANCE Services Rendered
Call Taker:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro  
Primary Id:  JWD144 - Patrol Jacob W DeSantis  
Location/Address:  [BUR 2358] RESIDENCE INN MARRIOTT Burlington - 400 DISTRICT AVE Apt. #407  
ID:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson  
ID:  JWD144 - Patrol Jacob W DeSantis  
ID:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels  
Narrative:  
Front desk manager requesting officers to remove guest who has over stayed their visit, same is intoxicated causing a disturbance.

Narrative:  
Burlington Fire en route.

Narrative:  
Party taken to Lahey by BFD.

19-29968  1538 Other - ALARM Services Rendered
Call Taker:  GAM072 - Lieutenant Glen A Mills  
Location/Address:  [BUR 614] BROOKLINE BANK - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST  
ID:  SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno  
ID:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos  
Narrative:  
LT Mills reports receiving money alarm activation. Same appears to be accidental activation by new employee.

Narrative:  
Accidental activation, checks ok.

19-29970  1545 911 - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro  
Location/Address:  [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD Apt. #5  
Narrative:  
Staff reports elderly female has fallen and struck her head; conscious and alert. Burlington Fire dept en-route.

Narrative:  
Burlington Fire handled.

19-29971 1551 Phone - NOTIFICATION Services Rendered
Call Taker: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address: 39 WILMINGTON RD
ID: RCA143 - Patrol Renoeel C Amogawin
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
ID: TPK071 - Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Narrative: Watertown PD requests a death notification to be made.
Narrative: Notification made. Watertown PD advised. Daughter is on scene.

19-29972 1600 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative: 911 call from the fax machine. Lahey security notified. Checks ok.

19-29973 1607 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative: 911 call from the fax machine. Lahey security notified. Checks ok.

19-29974 1639 911 - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Logged
Call Taker: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: 18 FRANCIS WYMAN RD
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative: Caller reports his wife with dementia left the home and started to walk towards Cambridge St. Caller stated his wife returned while on the phone with us but has been aggressive with him all day. Same wishes to speak to an officer.
Narrative: Spoke with the resident, they are going to see a doctor tomorrow.

19-29975 1643 Initiated - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Location/Address: WALL ST @ 29 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Vehicle: WHI 2011 NISS UT ROGUE  Reg: PC MA 45JM90  VIN: JN8AS5MV0BW301633
Vehicle: GRY 2017 SUBA LL FORESTER  Reg: PC NH 4480859  VIN: JF2SJAGC7HH515183
Narrative: 2 car MVC. Assisted with paperwork exchange.

19-29976 1701 Initiated - Disabled MV Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Vicinity of: [BUR 1176] DUNKIN DONUTS - 182 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Vehicle: RED 2009 CHEV SILVER  Reg: CO MA N28469  VIN: 1GCHK44K29F132221
Narrative: Vehicle was pushed out of roadway to parking lot. Driver waiting for AAA.
19-29977  1709  911 - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES  Report Due
Call Taker:  MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Primary Id:  RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin
Location/Address:  [BUR 1545] BEACON VILLAGE - 26 BEACON ST
ID:  DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
ID:  RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin
ID:  PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
ID:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:  WHI 2016 HOND 4D CIVIC  Reg: PC NH 3199121  VIN: 19XFC2F57GE057989
Towed:  For: Accident By: Neds Towing
Towed:  For: Accident By: Neds Towing
Vehicle:  BLU 2020 TOYT SE COROLL  Reg: PC MA 1GDZ26  VIN: JTDFPRAE0LJ042767
Towed:  For: Accident By: Neds Towing
Narrative:  Caller reports motor vehicle crash with injury. Burlington
Fire en route.

Narrative:  Fire dept. enroute.

Narrative:  Ned's Towing en route.

Narrative:  See officer's report.

Refer To Summons:  19-29977-AR
Summons:  GUJJALAPATI, SRIHARSHA
Address:  26 BEACON ST Apt. #18A   WOBURN, MA
Age:  26
Charges:  OUI-LIQUOR OR .08%, 2ND OFFENSE
           NEGLIGENCE OPERATION OF MOTOR VEHICLE

19-29981  1901  911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Logged
Call Taker:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address:  [BUR 101] BARNES & NOBLE - 98 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vehicle:  BLU 2006 MNNI COOPER  Reg: PC MA 3SBG20  VIN: WMWRF33526TF65372
Vehicle:  GRY 2017 VOLK UT TIGUAN  Reg: PC MA 4HZP20  VIN: WVGBV7AX7HK019526
Narrative:  Caller reports an MVC.

Narrative:  Owners exchanged information.

19-29982  1944  Phone - Flim Flam/Fraud/Scam  Report Due
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Location/Address:  [BUR 199] SHELL - 198 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Narrative:  Caller reports he was scammed out of money by a customer.

Narrative:  Male scammed employee for $10.  See Officer's report.

19-29983  1948  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:  [BUR 887] SEASONS 52 - 6 WAYSIDE RD
ID:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:  Ambulance request.

Narrative:  Fire department handled same, subject transported to
19-29984 1958 Walk-In - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Logged
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: 5 BARON PARK LN Apt. #34
ID: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Narrative: Walk in reports he lost his Cameroon passport while moving to Lord Baron. Same requests incident logged.

19-29985 2019 911 - Animal Complaint Logged
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: JWD144 - Patrol Jacob W DeSantis
Location/Address: 125 WINN ST @ 96 CENTER ST
ID: JWD144 - Patrol Jacob W DeSantis
AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Vehicle: ONG 2007 FORD MUSTAN  Reg: PC MA 613XL6 VIN: 1ZVFT84N575260779
Narrative: Caller reports injured deer.

19-29986 2046 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Report Due
Call Taker: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: [BUR 2435] PRINCESS DIAMONDS - 209 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vehicle: BLK 2015 MERZ 4D S550  Reg: PC NH 3924573 VIN: WDDUG8FB4FA099743
Narrative: Caller reports a suspicious male outside of the store. Same stated the male has left and wishes to speak with an officer.

19-29987 2053 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Services Rendered
Call Taker: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address: [BUR 1089] KINGS BOWLING ALLEY - 52 SECOND AVE
Narrative: 911 hang up. Checks ok by phone.

19-29995 2304 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Location/Address: 60 MILL ST
ID: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Narrative: Caller reports small child having difficulty breathing due to existing medical condition.

19-29996 2325 Walk-In - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Location/Address: [BUR 1485] SHELL - 140 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Vehicle: RED 2000 GMC SIERRA  Reg: CO MA V25754 VIN: 2GTEK19V8Y1251269
Narrative:
Walk-in reports erratic operator in a burgandy pick up truck.

Narrative:
Male checks ok.

For Date: 12/05/2019 - Thursday

19-30003 0052 911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Primary Id: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address: 235 CAMBRIDGE ST Apt. #208
ID: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Narrative:
Caller reports husband fell out of bed. Requesting a lift assist. Fire en route.

Narrative:
Lift assist only by BFD.

19-30008 0115 911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Primary Id: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address: 235 CAMBRIDGE ST Apt. #208
ID: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Narrative:
Caller reports male fell again. Requesting assistance. Fire en route.

Narrative:
Lift assist only by BFD.

19-30029 0258 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ WAYSIDE RD
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Vehicle: RED 2009 SUBA SE IMPREZ Reg: PC MA 9YK399 VIN: JF1GE61689G510628
Narrative:
Citation issued for failure to yield and no inspection sticker.

19-30031 0325 911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Primary Id: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address: 12 MANHATTAN DR
ID: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Narrative:
Caller reports 74 y/o female breathing but incoherent and diabetic. Fire en route.

Narrative:
Patient refusal.

19-30034 0525 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: EXIT 34 - 73 WINN ST
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Vehicle: GRY 2015 MAZD 3 TOURING Reg: PC GA RQE2925 VIN: 3MZBM1V79FM236125
Vehicle: BLK 2017 GMC UT TERRAI Reg: PC MA C239 VIN: 2GKFLTEKXH6344049
Narrative:
Two car motor vehicle crash, no injuries.

Narrative:
Ned's Towing has been notified. (Georgia reg- RQE2925)
Narrative:
Ned's Towing on scene.

19-30035 0557 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 1736] COSMAN MEDICAL - 76 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Vehicle: GRY 2013 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 7KDA90 VIN: 1HGCR2F33DA069699
Narrative:
Caller reports commercial alarm - infrared, no responders.

Narrative:
All exterior doors and windows appear secure.

19-30036 0601 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Primary Id: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address: [BUR 379] ELECTRIC SUPPLY CENTER - 200 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Narrative:
Caller reports multiple interior alarms at address. No responders.

Narrative:
Multiple construction workers on site, building is being worked on. An interior does not exist, checks ok. Also, a Burlington Fire Department detail is on scene and firefighter confirmed it checks ok.

19-30040 0806 911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Vicinity of: 321 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Report of a three car crash without injury.

Narrative:
Ned's notified for one tow.

Narrative:
3 car accident Ma reg 9WV659 , Ma reg 4XJ494 , Ma reg 7KD282. See officers accident report.

19-30041 0837 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD
Narrative:
911 Hang up, no answer on the call back.

Narrative:
Cindy reports, male party misdialed, checks ok.

19-30042 0841 911 - FIRE Logged
Call Taker: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Location/Address: [BUR 1712] ROSS STORES INC - 80 BLANCHARD RD Apt. #FLR 1
Narrative:
Caller reports a fire alarm activation from burnt toast. BFD dispatched.

19-30043 0844 Phone - MV Complaint No report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: WINTER ST
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos

Narrative:
Minor MVC.

Narrative:
Accident in Woburn operators exchanged info.

19-30044 0904 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Location/Address: [BUR 484] HARVARD VANGUARD MEDICAL ASSOC - 20 WALL ST
Narrative:
Accidental 911 call; checks ok by phone.

19-30045 0910 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Vicinity of: 181 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:
Numerous 911 Open lines calls.
Narrative:
Confirmed accidental by a worker, everything checks ok.

19-30046 0932 911 - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES Logged
Call Taker: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 0 ROUTE 128 S @ 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Report of a motor vehicle crash with airbag deployment. MSP and BFD enroute.
Narrative:
Medical attention declined by involved parties. State PD to handle.

19-30048 0934 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 2166] KIMBALL TOWERS - 8 KIMBALL CT Apt. #308
Narrative:
911 misdial from a child, checks ok by phone, father reports his son was playing with the phone.

19-30049 0952 Phone - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 2 FORBES AVE
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Ambulance request.
Narrative:
Fire department handled

19-30052 1038 911 - ROAD HAZARD Logged
Call Taker: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vicinity of: CAMBRIDGE ST @ WAYSIDE RD
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Report of a large piece of metal in the roadway.
Narrative:
Hub cap removed for the roadway.
19-30053
1049 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up
Logged
Call Taker:  KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Location/Address:  [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:  Misdialed by a nurse. Checks ok by phone; security reports no known issues at this time.

19-30054
1105 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Logged
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:  [BUR 2402] FORTE DANCE - 123 MULLER RD
ID:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vehicle:  GRY 2017 TOYT SE CAMRY  Reg: PC MA 6CT983  VIN: 4T1BF1FK1HU772285
Vehicle:  GRY 2010 FORD SE FUSION  Reg: PC MA 115BB7  VIN: 3FAHP0HA0AR288055
Narrative:  MVC.
Narrative:  Assisted parties with paper exchange. No injuries reported. Party off the roadway and will be waiting for AAA for a flat tire.

19-30055
1111 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  No report Due
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:  [BUR 669] ELIOT COMMUNITY HUMAN SERVICES - 4 A ST
ID:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:  911 Hang up.

19-30057
1209 Phone - WIRES / POLES DOWN  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:  35 DANIEL DR
ID:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:  Caller reports a wire down in front of her driveway.
Narrative:  Appears to be a low hanging cable wire from pole 17 to house (35 Daniel Dr). Cable company notified.

19-30058
1225 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker:  KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Location/Address:  [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:  Accidental by a patient trying to reach an outside line.

19-30059
1250 911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Logged
Call Taker:  KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Primary Id:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:  40 MALL RD
ID:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vehicle:  BLK 2011 FORD SE FIESTA  Reg: PC MA 948YE8  VIN: 3FADP4BJ1BM128831
Vehicle:  GRY 2005 TOYT PRIUS  Reg: PC MA 1DAE85  VIN: JTDKB20U75051446
Narrative:  Report of a 2 car crash with no injury.
Narrative:  No injuries reported. Assisted with paper exchange.

19-30060
1252 Phone - Ambulance Request  Logged
Call Taker:  KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Primary Id:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
**19-30061**  
**1319**  
**Phone - Ambulance Request**  
Transported to Hospital

- **Call Taker:** GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
- **Primary Id:** VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V  
- **Location/Address:** SOUTH BEDFORD ST @ KIMBALL RD  
- **ID:** RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
- **Vehicle:** BLU 2002 JEEP UT GRACHE  
- **Narrative:** Report of a woman who fell into a snow bank.  
- **Narrative:** No emergency occurred. Patry refused assistance from BFD.

**19-30062**  
**1329**  
**Phone - MV Hit & Run**  
Report Due

- **Call Taker:** GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
- **Primary Id:** VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V  
- **Location/Address:** [BUR 1217] ST MARGARET'S PARISH - 111 WINN ST  
- **ID:** RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
- **Vehicle:** GRY 2016 HOND SE CIVIC  
- **Narrative:** MVC.  
- **Narrative:** Motor vehicle hit & run occurred between 8:00am-1:15pm today. See report.

**19-30063**  
**1344**  
**Phone - Ambulance Request**  
Transported to Hospital

- **Call Taker:** GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
- **Primary Id:** VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V  
- **Location/Address:** [BUR 2453] LAHEY HOSPITAL - 67 SOUTH BEDFORD ST  
- **ID:** RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
- **Vehicle:** BLU 2002 JEEP UT GRACHE  
- **Narrative:** Ambulance request.  
- **Narrative:** Party transported by BFD.

**19-30064**  
**1411**  
**911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES**  
Logged

- **Call Taker:** KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges  
- **Primary Id:** VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V  
- **Location/Address:** [BUR 649] MARKET BASKET INC. - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
- **ID:** VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V  
- **Narrative:** Report of a motor vehicle crash in the parking lot.  
- **Narrative:** Friend called 911 for a previously reported hit & run. No new crash or hit & run occurred.

**19-30065**  
**1415**  
**911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up**  
Logged

- **Call Taker:** KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges  
- **Location/Address:** [BUR 752] NORTHERN BUSINESS MACHINES INC - 24 TERRY AVE  
- **Narrative:** Accidental 911 while trying to set up new phone.

**19-30066**  
**1433**  
**Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER**  
Logged

- **Call Taker:** GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
- **Primary Id:** GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative: Caller reports he is unable to locate his m/v. Mall Security to drive them around Mall lot.

19-30068 1452 Phone - Flim Flam/Fraud/Scam Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 43 WASHINGTON AVE
Narrative: Caller reports person called her saying he was her grandson and he was in jail in Miami and needed her to get 12,000.00 from the bank for bail. Neighbor called Police Station and we made contact with her son-in-law to tell her everything was fine and phone call was a scam.

19-30069 1505 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: 140 CAMBRIDGE ST @ 15 BEDFORD ST
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Vehicle: BRO 2018 MITS UT OUTLAN Reg: PC MA 837TSO VIN: JA4AZ3A38JZ017561
Vehicle: BLK 2017 MAZD CX3 Reg: PC MA 7HZ574 VIN: JM1DKFC71H0169186
Narrative: MVC.

19-30070 1517 Phone - Well Being Check Unfounded
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 290 CAMBRIDGE ST @ WINN ST
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative: Caller reports a female is walking in the middle of Cambridge St. going NB.

19-30071 1521 Phone - Psychological Services Rendered
Call Taker: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 1889] SUNRISE - 24 MALL RD Apt. #228
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative: Resident believes she is being held against her will unfairly by staff.
Narrative: PARTY CHECKS OK, SHE HAS 24 HOUR STAFF ASSIGNED HER ROOM TO ASSIST HER.

19-30072 1533 Phone - WIRES / POLES DOWN Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: MEADOW RD
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative: DFW reports a silver box hanging from the pole area.
Narrative: Comcast notified. Pole #43/4.
Narrative: No road hazard, same is on the fog line.

19-30073 1543 Phone - Well Being Check Logged
Call Taker: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Primary Id: JWD144 - Patrol Jacob W DeSantis
Manager reports a possible homeless camp to the rear of the property. Same is unsure if it is occupied at this time.

Spoke with calling party. There is a visible tent to the rear of the property but no contact was made. Tenants were advised to contact BPD with any further concerns.


Party was assisted by BFD.

Caller reports elderly female choking. Fire dept. enroute,

Patient refusal.

Caller reports two car MVC. Neds Towing enroute.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Narrative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19-30085</td>
<td>1651</td>
<td>Initiated - MV STOP</td>
<td>Citation issued for broken headlight and no license in possession.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Taker</td>
<td>RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Id</td>
<td>RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address</td>
<td>155 MIDDLESEX TPKE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle</td>
<td>RED 2008 TOYT 4D CAMRY Reg: PC NH 4257665 VIN: 4T1BB4K48U060592</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative</td>
<td>Citation issued for broken headlight and no license in possession.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 19-30081   | 1714  | 911 - Ambulance Request      | Caller reports female party in bathroom not feeling well. Fire dept. enroute. |
| Call Taker | EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen |
| Location/Address | [BUR 1055] STARBUCKS - 201 MIDDLESEX TPKE |
| Narrative   | Caller reports female party in bathroom not feeling well. Fire dept. enroute. |

| 19-30082   | 1729  | Phone - ROAD HAZARD          | Moved existing cones to cover the damaged roadway. |
| Call Taker | EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen |
| Primary Id | SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S |
| Location/Address | MILL ST @ FREEPORT DR |
| ID          | SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S |
| Narrative   | Caller reports vehicles are hitting the existing 8 inch deep hole due to the missing cone. |

| 19-30091   | 1737  | Initiated - MV STOP          | Citation issued for no inspection sticker. |
| Call Taker | RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin |
| Primary Id | RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin |
| Location/Address | 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE |
| ID          | RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin |
| Narrative   | Citation issued for no inspection sticker. |

| 19-30084   | 1747  | Initiated - MV STOP          | Citation issued for blocking an intersection. |
| Call Taker | KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges |
| Primary Id | KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges |
| Location/Address | 102 SOUTH BEDFORD ST @ WAYSIDE RD |
| ID          | KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges |
| Vehicle     | BLU 2012 HYUN SE ELANTR Reg: PC MA 679FG3 VIN: KMHDD4AECU427321 |
| Narrative   | Citation issued for blocking an intersection. |

| 19-30092   | 1807  | Initiated - MV STOP          | Citation issued for broken headlight and tail light. |
| Call Taker | RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin |
| Primary Id | RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin |
| Location/Address | 200 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 NETWORK DR |
| ID          | RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin |
| Vehicle     | RED 2011 TOYT SE COROLL Reg: PC MA 3AB972 VIN: 2T1BU4EE0BC745784 |
| Narrative   | Citation issued for broken headlight and tail light. |

| 19-30089   | 1819  | Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL | Arrest(s) Made |
| Call Taker | SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S |
| Primary Id | SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S |
| Location/Address |  |
LP reports a female shoplifter in custody

Narrative:
Arrest made, see Officer's report.

Refer To Arrest: 19-30089-AR

Arrest: DURAN HIDALGO, CHARELIS YUDI
Address: 133 WOODLAND ST LAWRENCE, MA
Age: 19
Charges: SHOPLIFTING $250+ BY CONCEALING MDSE c266 §30A

19-30096 1954 911 - Ambulance Request Services Rendered

Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: [BUR 1862] BUFFALO WILD WINGS - 15 SOUTH AVE
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:
Caller reports male is on the ground outside the building. Possible diabetic issues. Fire dept. enroute.

Narrative:
Assisted BFD, involved party declined any further medical treatment.

19-30097 2003 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital

Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: 15 TAYLOR AVE
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Caller reports elderly male having a diabetic reaction. Fire dept. enroute.

Narrative:
Fire department handled same, subject transported to hospital.

19-30098 2004 Phone - Well Being Check No report Due

Call Taker: PTA101 - Sergeant Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address: [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: JDW144 - Patrol Jacob W DeSantis
AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Narrative:
Mall Security reports a male party having an argument with a poster. RP states they have dealt with this person in the past and he has become confrontational. Same requests well being check. Last seen in the food court area. Mall security standing by to escort officers to the involved party.

Narrative:
Same left the property prior to officer's arrival. Off 127 reports male party was encountered on Meadow Rd by Mall Rd and checks ok.

19-30100 2048 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued

Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin
Location/Address: [BUR 1214] BURLINGTON POST OFFICE - 5 BEDFORD ST
ID: JDW144 - Patrol Jacob W DeSantis
AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin
WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 3RG827
Narrative:
Neds Towing enroute.

Narrative:
Vehicle towed by Neds. Citation issued.

Narrative:
ASSISTED THE FAMILY BACK TO THEIR HOME.

19-30101 2112 911 - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: [BUR 880] EXTENDED STAY AMERICA - 40 SOUTH AVE
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
ID: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
ID: PTA101 - Sergeant Peter T Abaskharoun
Narrative:
Essex Regional reports suspicious activity at the address listed.

Narrative:
Male party heard noises from hallway and believed criminal activity was being conducted. Investigation was conducted and nothing criminal found.
See officer's report.

19-30103 2212 Initiated - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: TMC104 - Sergeant Thomas M Carlson
Location/Address: 53 SECOND AVE @ 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
ID: TMC104 - Sergeant Thomas M Carlson
Vehicle: GRY 2015 NISS HB VERSA Reg: PC MA 5VS794 VIN: 3N1CE2CP3FL359439
Vehicle: BLK 2015 FORD UT EXPLOR Reg: MA 9F VIN: 1FM5K8AR8FGA46246
Narrative:
Motor vehicle crash involving cruiser. See supervisor's report.

19-30104 2242 911 - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: [BUR 806] STONEBRIDGE AT BURLINGTON - 50 GREENLEAF WAY
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:
Patient dialed 911 to get some assistance, she is on the floor. Fire dept. enroute.

Narrative:
Assisted BFD.

For Date: 12/06/2019 - Friday
19-30117 0116 911 - DISTURBANCE Services Rendered
Call Taker: ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Primary Id: RNX130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 753] TAVERN IN THE SQUARE - 100 DISTRICT AVE Apt. #108
ID: RNX130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
ID: PTA101 - Sergeant Peter T Abaskharoun
ID: NAS128 - Patrol Nikola Savdas
Narrative:
Caller reports there is a fight in progress.

Manager stated there was an altercation that took place between two groups of people over someone stepping on a female's foot. All parties left upon my arrival.

**19-30119**

**0127** Initiated - MV STOP

Call Taker: ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: 96 LEXINGTON ST
ID: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Vehicle: BLK 2015 BMW SE 328XI Reg: PC MA 1AKT24 VIN: WBA3B5G55FNS20216
Towed: For: Felonious Use/Arrest By: Neds Towing To: Ned's Towing
Narrative: One male arrested. See officer's report.

Refer To Arrest: **19-30119-AR**
Arrest: GADE, RYTHM R
Address: 19 MARYVALE RD BURLINGTON, MA
Age: 24
Charges: OUI-LIQUOR OR .08% NEGLIGENT OPERATION OF MOTOR VEHICLE SPEEDING IN VIOL SPECIAL REGULATION ALCOHOL IN MV, POSSESS OPEN CONTAINER OF NAME/ADDRESS CHANGE, FL NOTIFY RMV OF

**19-30121**

**0158** Initiated - MV STOP

Call Taker: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Primary Id: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address: [BUR 1534] BANK OF AMERICA - 11 CENTER ST
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Vehicle: GRN 2015 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 195YP1 VIN: 1HGCR2F54FA076827
Narrative: Citation issued.

**19-30124**

**0431** Phone - ALARM

Call Taker: ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 1248] LONG'S JEWELERS - 60 SOUTH AVE
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
ID: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Narrative: Commercial burglary alarm - above ceiling motion.

**19-30129**

**0535** 911 - Ambulance Request

Call Taker: ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Location/Address: 12 JOANNE RD
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Narrative: Lift assist for an elderly male. Fire en route.

**19-30131**

**0552** Initiated - Disabled MV

Call Taker: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: [BUR 199] SHELL - 198 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Vehicle: BRO 2005 PONT SE GRANAM Reg: PC MA 7AN866 VIN: 1G2NE52E15M244886
Narrative: Officer came upon MA 7AN866 disabled in the northbound travel lane. Officer pushed vehicle into the Shell parking.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19-30133</td>
<td>0609</td>
<td>911 - FIRE Services Rendered</td>
<td>Caller reports her oven is on fire. Fire en route.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-30134</td>
<td>0718</td>
<td>Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued</td>
<td>Citation for a red light violation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-30135</td>
<td>0802</td>
<td>911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital</td>
<td>Ambulance request for male having a seizure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-30136</td>
<td>0825</td>
<td>911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged</td>
<td>911 miss dial. Party stated she was okay. Checked okay by phone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-30137</td>
<td>0835</td>
<td>Phone - Flim Flam/Fraud/Scam Report Due</td>
<td>Female believes she was a victim of a scam. She provided her address and social security number over the phone to an unknown party.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-30138</td>
<td>0858</td>
<td>Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due</td>
<td>Spoke with RP and no concerns with elder affairs. Staff is aware of patient. See officer's report.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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19-30139  0901 Other - ESCORT No report Due
Call Taker:  DHM073 - Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Primary Id:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address:  [BUR 368] SULLIVAN FUNERAL HOME INC. - 43 WINN ST
ID:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:  Assist with escort from funeral home to St. Margaret's Church

19-30140  0924 911 - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Services Rendered
Call Taker:  MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address:  [BUR 2284] LAHEY HOSPITAL - 31 MALL RD
Narrative:  Doctor from Lahey reports he is locked out of his office. Lahey security notified.

19-30141  0942 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Services Rendered
Call Taker:  MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address:  STACKRY, INC - 2400 DISTRICT AVE
Narrative:  911 hang up.

19-30143  0956 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address:  5 CRESTON AVE
ID:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:  Alarm: Garage carport door.

19-30147  1026 Other - ESCORT No report Due
Call Taker:  DHM073 - Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Primary Id:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address:  [BUR 1217] ST MARGARET'S PARISH - 111 WINN ST
ID:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:  Assist with funeral escort to Chestnut Hill Cemetery

19-30149  1116 911 - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Services Rendered
Call Taker:  MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address:  [BUR 2284] LAHEY HOSPITAL - 31 MALL RD
Narrative:  Doctor at Lahey requests phone number to call the main building of Lahey Hospital. Same given Lahey security's phone number.

19-30151  1153 Phone - WIRES / POLES DOWN Logged
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Caller reports wire down on same side as Kohls at pole 43/4

Comcast notified.

19-30154 1215  Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: MRR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: [BUR 1613] KOHL DEPARTMENT STORE - 150 LEXINGTON ST
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Vehicle: RED 2018 TOYT RAV4 Reg: PC MA 40977 VIN: 2T3BFREV4JW776824
Vehicle: BLK 2014 FORD F150 Reg: PC MA 115HTS VIN: 1FTFX1EF1EB06132
Narrative: MVC unknown injuries.
Narrative: See crash report

19-30156 1251 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up False Alarm
Call Taker: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: [BUR 669] ELIOT COMMUNITY HUMAN SERVICES - 4 A ST
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative: 911 hang up.
Narrative: Checks ok by phone.
Narrative: Male party new to program is having delusion which makes him call 911. Same is an issue at his residence as well.
Staff is aware and working with him to stop calling 911.

19-30158 1332 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 59 CAMBRIDGE ST @ MALL RD
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative: CITATION ISSUED FOR NO LEFT TURN SIGN VIOLATION.

19-30163 1504  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address: 145 MILL ST @ THORNTON DR
ID: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Vehicle: WHI 2006 MITS SE GALANT Reg: PC MA 578LC5 VIN: 4A3AB26F86E020401
Vehicle: BLK 2014 1500 Reg: PC MA 6PN846 VIN: 1C6RR7FT7ES349666
Narrative: Caller reports a motor vehicle crash without injury.
Narrative: Ned's Towing notified and en route.
19-30164        1506    911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up     Logged
Call Taker:    MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Primary Id:    MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address:    [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:    911 hang up.
Narrative:    Lahey security notified and checking the area.

19-30166        1523    Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY No report Due
Call Taker:    EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:    RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address:    186 MILL ST
ID:    RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
ID:    SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
ID:    DHM073 - Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Vehicle:    WHI 2003 CHEV EXPVAN Reg: PC MA 647BP6 VIN: 1GCFG25T631190647
Narrative:    Caller reports Ring alrm shows suspicious activity in the area.
Narrative:    Checks ok.

19-30167        1527    Radio - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker:    MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address:    3 CORBETT DR
Vehicle:    GRY 2010 HOND ODYSSE Reg: PC MA 4573VJ VIN: 5FNRL3H49AB011900
Narrative:    ID 136 reports a motor vehicle crash with no injury.
Narrative:    Vehicle drove approximately 3 feet into a snowbank and became lodged. Same was unable to be safely pushed or shoveled around due to traffic and weather conditions. Ned's removed same from the snowbank.

19-30168        1542    911 - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Report Due
Call Taker:    EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:    GFMI06 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address:    [BUR 599] LEGAL SEAFOODS INC - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:    GFMI06 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
ID:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
ID:    SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:    Caller reports male exposed himself to him. Sgt on directed patol reports speaking with both involved subjects. Suspect to be summonsed. See report.
Refer To Arrest:      19-30168-AR

19-30169        1600    Initiated - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker:    RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id:    KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Location/Address:    49 LOCUST ST @ 107 MILL ST
ID:    KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Vehicle:    BLK 2014 FORD LL ESCAPE Reg: PC MA RT2412 VIN: 1FMCU0F77EUC40826
Narrative:    Vehicle skidded into a snowbank. Assisted in pushing same back onto the roadway. No damage or injury reported.

19-30170        1609    Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Logged
Call Taker:    RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address:    [BUR 113] H MART - 3 OLD CONCORD RD
Vehicle: GRY 2015 VOLV V60CRO Reg: PC MA 759TS1 VIN: YV4612HK1F1000663
Narrative: Caller reports a minor motor vehicle crash. Spoke with both involved parties over the phone. All parties check OK. Same were instructed on how to exchange paperwork.

19-30172

1642 911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 2106] L.L. BEAN - 6 WAYSIDE RD
ID: RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin
Vehicle: BLU 2018 TOYT LL RAV4 Reg: PC MA 8VD446 VIN: JTMRFREV3JD251250
Vehicle: BLU 2015 NISS LL RGE Reg: PC NY GWB7316 VIN: KNMAT2MV9FP523773
Narrative: Caller reports a minor motor vehicle crash.
Narrative: Officer assisted with paperwork exchange.

19-30173

1709 Phone - FIRE Services Rendered
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: 5 OVERLOOK AVE
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative: Caller reports his mother's house has smoke coming out of it and the fire alarms are activated. BFD notified.
Narrative: Caller called back to report same was a cooking issue on the stove and the issue has been resolved. Same requests to cancel BFD.

19-30176

1717 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin
Location/Address: [BUR 1856] ISLAMIC CENTER - 130 LEXINGTON ST
ID: RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin
Vehicle: BLK 2018 HOND CIVIC Reg: PC MA 8MX899 VIN: SHHFK7H54JU429740
Narrative: Citation issued.

19-30177

1724 Walk-In - Plim Flam/Fraud/Scam Report Due
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: 45 CENTER ST
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative: Walk in reports being scammed.
Narrative: See officer's report.

19-30178

1734 Phone - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Logged
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 599] LEGAL SEAFOODS INC - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin
Narrative: Manager reports a customer found several credit cards on the floor.
Narrative: Property retrieved, cleared without incident.

19-30179

1739 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 1700] WALTHAM PEST CONTROL - 97 CAMBRIDGE ST Apt. #A
Citation issued for windshield obstructed by snow.

19-30181 1815 Walk-In - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Logged
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: [BUR 1092] POLICE STATION - 45 CENTER ST
Narrative: Male party reporting a late drop off.

19-30182 1815 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Primary Id: RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin
Location/Address: [BÜR 1176] DUNKIN DONUTS - 182 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin
Vehicle: GRN 2012 TOYT PRIUSH Reg: PC MA 279KD2 VIN: JTDKN3DUXC1513411
Vehicle: BLK 2019 FORD F350 Reg: PC MA 1GET57 VIN: 1FT7W3BT1KEG18620
Narrative: minor crash in dunkin donuts lot.

19-30183 1825 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BÜR 1457] INTERNATIONAL CHURCH OF GOD - 84 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: GRY 2009 CHEV UT TAHOE Reg: PC MA 588YGM VIN: 1GNFK230X9R168045
Narrative: MV Stop
Narrative: Citation issued for broken headlight.

19-30186 1928 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: 9 KIMBALL CT Apt. #609
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative: 911 Hang up. There was a commotion in the background and then the line disconnected. Several attempts to call back went unanswered.

Narrative: Male party called back to state same was caused by his child accidentally activating his emergency button several times, which caused his phone to lock. Checks OK by phone.

19-30187 1948 Phone - Disabled MV Services Rendered
Call Taker: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address: ROUTE 128 N
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Vehicle: GRY 2005 MERC SE MONTEG Reg: PC MA 4GA139 VIN: 1MEHM411X5G603525
Narrative: Caller reports a dark grey sedan is broken down on the on ramp to Route 128 N. Disp. unit to the area.

Narrative: Operator ran out of gas. Same got gas and was able to drive car away.

19-30188 2128 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up False Alarm
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: 25 BLANCHARD RD
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative:
911 Open line. Attempted to call back the caller several times unsuccessfully.

Narrative:
Made contact with the caller. Same stated he bought a new phone at Best Buy and accidentally called 911. Checks OK by phone.

19-30190        2213 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 2168] MARRIOTT HOTEL - 1 MALL RD
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
ID: RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin
Narrative:
Caller reports an elderly female is not feeling well. Same vomited and then lost consciousness. Same is conscious and alert at this time.

Narrative:
Female taken to Lahey by BFD.

19-30191        2253 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 653] COOP FOR HUMAN SERVICES - 17 BROOKSIDE LN
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Reported Male party had a seizure, is ok at this time. Fire Dept. dispatched

Narrative:
Fire department handled same, subject transported to hospital.

19-30192        2311 Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL No report Due
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: RCA143 - Patrol Renoel C Amogawin
Narrative:
Macy's LP reports two juvenile female shoplifters in custody. Approximately $200 worth of merchandise recovered.

Narrative:
126 reports parents picked up the youths. Store to handle.

19-30193        2331 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 2462] ALTARD STATE - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
Alarm company reports an interior 360 burglar alarm. Mall Security notified.

Narrative:
Alarm company called back to cancel after receiving proper passcode.

For Date: 12/07/2019 - Saturday
19-30200        0036 Phone - Well Being Check Report Due
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: 2 NORTHEASTERN AVE
ID: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Narrative:
Resident of a group home called to state that a staff member put their hands on her.

Narrative:
RP got into a verbal argument with another resident. Same was resolved by the staff. See officer's report.

19-30203 0102  Phone - MV Hit & Run  Report Due
Call Taker:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address:  23 THORNTON DR
ID:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Vehicle:  WHI 2019 HOND UT CRV  Reg: PC MA 6DL894  VIN: 2HKRW2H85KH612518
Narrative:  Caller reports being sideswiped by a blue pickup truck.
Narrative:  RP's vehicle suffered minor passenger side damage. Same described suspect vehicle as an older model bright blue pickup truck. See officer's report.

19-30226 0330  Phone - Ambulance Request  False Alarm
Call Taker:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address:  16 WOODHILL RD
ID:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Narrative:  Alarm company reports a life alert activation for an elderly male with a history of lift assist and seizures. BFD notified.
Narrative:  128 reports same was accidental; party checks OK.

19-30229 0642  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Report Due
Call Taker:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id:  ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Location/Address:  140 CAMBRIDGE ST @ 15 BEDFORD ST
ID:  ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
ID:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Vehicle:  GRY 2012 NISS SE ALTIMA  Reg: PC MA 3VF251  VIN: 1N4AL2AP7CC236351
Vehicle:  RED 2016 HOND FIT  Reg: PC MA 6BSW30  VIN: JHMGK5H5GX004837
Narrative:  Citations issued. See officer's report.

19-30231 0752  911 - Ambulance Request  Transports to Hospital
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address:  [BUR 2284] LAHEY HOSPITAL - 31 MALL RD
ID:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:  Caller reports female unresponsive but conscious. fire dept. enroute.

Narrative:  Ofc reports patient transported via BFD.

19-30237 0945  911 - Ambulance Request  Transports to Hospital
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  JMS138 - Patrol Jillissa M Smith
Location/Address:  [BUR 1889] SUNRISE - 24 MALL RD Apt. #121
ID:  JMS138 - Patrol Jillissa M Smith
Narrative:  Caller reports patient not feeling well. Fire dept. enroute.

Narrative:
Voluntary transport to Lahey by BFD.

19-30241 1023 911 - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: EWKS16 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Vicinity of: [BUR 1321] 55 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
ID: JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Vehicle: GRY 2008 TOYT SIENNA Reg: PC MA 6YX633 VIN: 5TDZK23C68S142865
Narrative:
Caller reports two car MVC. Fire dept. enroute. Neds Towing enroute.

19-30242 1035 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address: 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
Female caller accidental dial after obtaining new smart phone, same checks ok.

19-30247 1122 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Report Due
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id: JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Location/Address: 11 SANDY BROOK RD
ID: JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Narrative:
Resident stated that neighbor tossed a computer mouse on to their property, requesting to speak with officer.

19-30248 1145 Initiated - ROAD HAZARD Logged
Call Taker: JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Primary Id: JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Location/Address: 172 CENTER ST @ MARY ST
ID: JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Narrative:
Female party flagged Officer down to report water sprouting. Same coming from pot hole in center of roadway. Appropriate notifications made.

19-30249 1204 Phone - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Logged
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address: 150 WILMINGTON RD
Narrative:
Female resident reports lost/misplaced wallet, containing Mass LTC. Same believes it was left behind in shopping plaza in Leominster, MA.

19-30250 1236 911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES No report Due
Call Taker: JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: [BUR 144] BEST BUY - 84 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
CP reports he was rear ended. No reported injuries.

2 car minor accident Ma reg 6HG978 rear ended Ma reg 56DP18 operators exchanged info, no report.

19-30251 1247 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Logged
Call Taker: JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Location/Address: EUGENE RD
Narrative:
CP requesting information on the term "lamping." Same stated around 2:15 am, she heard gun shots from the back area of her home. When speaking with her neighbors in the morning, they informed her it was "lamping." Same advised to call if gun shots are heard.

19-30252 1253 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: 38 CORCORAN RD
ID: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
CP reports that his wife is immobile and needs to go to Lahey. Fire notified.

19-30253 1259 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address: 3 SARAH ST
Narrative:
Caller inadvertently dialed 911 when attempting to reset daughters iPhone. Spoke with daughter, all checks ok.

19-30254 1307 Walk-In - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Logged
Call Taker: JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Location/Address: [BUR 1212] DOMINO’S PIZZA - 53 WINN ST
Narrative:
Walk in reports an ongoing family dispute over money. Same stated his brother who has a history of substance abuse and possesses firearms stated that he was going to show up at his girlfriends job to get the money, roughly $6k that he feels they owe his mother so she does not lose the house. CP advised. Sharepoint entry made.

19-30256 1333 Initiated - MV STOP Logged
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: 284 CAMBRIDGE ST @ CHURCH LN
ID: TMC104 - Sergeant Thomas M Carlson
Narrative:
Officer reports large pieces of pavement on the roadway at the intersection. Highway dept. notified.

19-30257 1338 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: TMC104 - Sergeant Thomas M Carlson
Location/Address: [BUR 649] MARKET BASKET INC. - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: TMC104 - Sergeant Thomas M Carlson
Vehicle: BRO 2014 TOYT SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 19MH18 VIN: 4T1BD1FK9EU137283
Vehicle: GRY 2017 CHEV SPARK Reg: PC MA CI737T VIN: KL8CD6SA7HC770533
Narrative:
Caller reports minor crash, two cars, no injuries.

Narrative:
Minimal damage to vehicles. Parties exchanged information.

19-30259 1428 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Detail officer reports a crash on Middlesex Tpk in the area of the mall down ramp.

19-30261 1432 Phone - Ambulance Request Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: [BUR 1763] WENDY'S - 112 MALL RD
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Woman requesting an ambulance for stomach pain.

19-30262 1441 911 - Well Being Check Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: 522 FARMS DR
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Caller requested a well-being check on his children's mother.
Narrative:
Unable to raise this person.

19-30263 1443 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: BLACKBIRD CAFE - 101 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Burlington Fire dept. reports Engine 2 was involved in a minor motor-vehicle crash.
Narrative:
2 car minor accident see officers accident report.

19-30264 1452 Walk-In - Flim Flam/Fraud/Scam Report Due
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address: 3 SARAH ST
ID: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Narrative:
Male walk-in reports a potential scam through Craigslist advertisement. See officer's report.

19-30266 1514 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address: [SOM] 74 N EWTON
Narrative:
Female caller of Somerville requesting to speak with officer regarding male party who has been potentially violating an HPO or 209A of a friend. Male is currently located at her residence. Somerville PD notified and made contact with female.
19-30265  1517  911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  No report Due
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:  [BUR 1906] CHEESECAKE FACTORY - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:  Caller reports minor MVC, no injuries.

Narrative:
2 car minor accident Burlington Mall lot. NH reg 4527617 backed out of a parking space into Ma reg 165LP2. Operators exchanged info no report.

19-30267  1521  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Logged
Call Taker:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id:  JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Location/Address:  [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Vehicle:  WHI 2018 MAZD CX9  Reg: PC MA 7WT283  VIN: JM3TCBEY3J0205206
Vehicle:  GRY 2013 NISS SE ALTIMA  Reg: PC MA 4XY744  VIN: 1N4AL3AP8DC284898
Narrative:  Caller reports minor damage sustained to vehicle while it was parked at pole 67; believes it was struck by other car nearby.

Narrative:
See Officer’s report.

19-30268  1532  Phone - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND  Logged
Call Taker:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address:  7 MORRISON RD
Narrative:  Resident located large, cardboard box at end of driveway.

Narrative:
Resident called back reporting it was retrieved by an operator in delivery truck.

19-30269  1558  Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker:  DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address:  [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:  Two 911 open line calls. Lahey Security reported there was no emergency. Checks okay by phone.

19-30270  1604  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker:  JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Location/Address:  [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:  911 appears to be from a fax machine. No one on line. No emergency. Ongoing issue.

19-30271  1610  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker:  DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address:  [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:  911 open line. Lahey Security reported there was no emergency. Checks okay by phone.

19-30272  1615  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker:  JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Location/Address:  [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Type</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19-30273</td>
<td>1619</td>
<td>Initiated - ESCORT</td>
<td>Escort for Santa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-30276</td>
<td>1730</td>
<td>Phone - Animal Complaint</td>
<td>CP reports an all white dog running loose in the area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-30277</td>
<td>1734</td>
<td>Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY</td>
<td>Caller reported a male driving in circles around the school in a dark colored SUV. The subject was also reported to be looking in the windows of the school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-30281</td>
<td>1811</td>
<td>911 - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER</td>
<td>See AC report</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Call Taker:**
- JWD144 - Patrol Jacob W DeSantis
- DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
- JWD144 - Patrol Jacob W DeSantis
- DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
- JWD144 - Patrol Jacob W DeSantis
- DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman

**Location/Address:**
- [BUR 1110] TOWN COMMON - 2 BEDFORD ST
- [BUR 1172] AMERICAN LEGION - 162 WINN ST
- [BUR 1095] FRANCIS WYMAN SCHOOL - 41 TERRACE HALL AVE
- [BUR 795] 93 CAMBRIDGE ST
- [BUR 880] EXTENDED STAY AMERICA - 40 SOUTH AVE

**Primary Id:**
- EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
- ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
- SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
- SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
- SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
- SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S

**Narrative:**
- Escort for Santa.
- Assisted with event at common.
- Cleared by dispatch. Owner was located.
- Spoke with reporting party, M/V has left the area. School appears secure.
- See AC report
Narrative:
CP appears to be intoxicated. Same did not know her location and was unintelligable.

Narrative:
Officer #140 transporting one female 40.

Narrative:
One female arrested for active warrant. See officer's report.

Refer To Arrest: 19-30281-A-AR
Arrest: FARINELLI, TONI MARIE
Address: 14 COLLINS ST PEABODY, MA
Age: 36
Charges: WARRANT ARREST (OTHER AGENCY)

Refer To Arrest: 19-30281-AR
Arrest: FARINELLI, TONI MARIE
Address: 14 COLLINS ST PEABODY, MA
Age: 36
Charges: WARRANT ARREST (OTHER AGENCY)

19-30282
1907 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id: ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Location/Address: [BUR 1856] 130 LEXINGTON ST
ID: ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Vehicle: RED 2014 JEEP UT GRACHE Reg: PC MA 9PJ521 VIN: 1C4RJEAG7EC157933
Narrative:
MV stop.
Narrative:
Citation mailed to operator.

19-30283
1945 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address: 12 REDCOAT LN
Narrative:
Commercial burglary alarm indicating the front door. While on the phone with the alarm company, it was reported that proper code was received.

19-30284
1948 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address: [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
911 hang up call. On callback, female stated the call was a misdial. Checks okay by phone.

19-30285
1953 911 - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Services Rendered
Call Taker: JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Primary Id: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address: [BUR 880] EXTENDED STAY AMERICA - 40 SOUTH AVE Apt. #306
ID: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
ID: TMC104 - Sergeant Thomas M Carlson
Narrative:
Staff would like male party removed.
Narrative:
All male parties voluntarily removed from premises without incident.

19-30293
2037 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD Apt. #210
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:
Ambulance request for an elderly female who fell and hit her head. Burlington Fire enroute.

Narrative:
Fire Dept transported to Lahey Clinic.

19-30294  2038  911 - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Logged
Call Taker:  JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Location/Address:  [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD Apt. #6E15
Narrative:
CP reports there is a mob of about 20 to 30 people who are trying to kill him. Lahey security notified. Same to call back if needed.

19-30297  2242  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:  [BUR 219] CAFE ESCADRILLE INC. - 26 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:
Ambulance request for a female who fell in the parking lot. Burlington Fire enroute.

Narrative:
Transport by fire